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Puzzle

Remarks
------ This composition can be played with either a normal or the Sensor Augmented (SABRe) bass-  
 clarinet, as it was developed in a research project at the Institute for Computer Music and   
 Sound Technology (ICST) at Zurich University of the Arts in 2010 - 2012.

------ The bassclarinet player needs a click track to be connected with the computer. 

------ The whole computer music part was created in the composers home studio with means of   
 MOTU Digital performer, Ethno Instrument, BPM, Symphonic Instrument and Spectrasonics  
 Omnisphere and Trilian.

------ All electronics have been designed by the composer for surround sound using the Ambisonics   
 procedure developed at the ICST as well. For such an Ambisonics performance at least four   
 loudspeakers are required.
 Nevertheless the piece may also be played in a stereo performance with two loudspeakers.  

------ The computer music material as well as the score and the bassclarinet part can be obtained by  
 tgmusic or the composer.

------ The whole score is written as it sounds. All accidentals apply for the entire bar, but only in the   
 octave indicated.

------ A square notehead in the bassclarinet part means «singing into the instrument».
 A little circle over the note stem stands for slapping.

------ The final screaming in the bassclarinet (m. 196) has to be performed with a long reverb.
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